
Event Diary – Spring Lunch & Talk                               By Ivy Yan, FA71 
 

Our Spring Lunch and Talk was a great success. Held on the morning of May 

4, 2013, the event was attended by about forty friends and members of the 

Ontario Chapter.  

 

It was great to see ‘old’ friends and meet new acquaintances. We were also 

thankful and excited to see Ms. Ruth Wong, our former Senior Mistress, who 

took time to attend this event despite her busy schedule. Many of us had not 

seen Ms. Wong for quite a long time, and we were indeed very pleased to see 

that she stays youthful, healthy and joyous as ever.  

 

It was also a great pleasure meeting our FA58 schoolmate Mr. Pang Chung 

and his wife, who were visiting from Hong Kong.  

 

Our own Roger Kwan, CGA, delivered a very lively talk in which he provided 

many "Useful Financial Tips for Different Stages of Life”. Roger’s talk was 

engaging and interactive. While his financial advice covered topics for people 

in different age groups, it was also geared significantly towards people who 

are planning for retirement. This weighting is definitely helpful and useful for 

many of the attendees. 

After the talk, Nancy and James Tang showed a short video taken with Dr. A. 

Hinton when they visited him in England earlier in April. In the video, Dr. 

Hinton looked great and sharp-minded, despite his 93 years of age!  

 

During lunch, all participants had the pleasure of browsing around and 

selecting their favourite dishes from the sumptuous and delicious buffet. It 

was also a time when everyone had a chance to mingle, chat and find out how 

everybody else had been doing. When you hear the sound of laughter, you can 

be sure that everyone is having fun and enjoying each other’s company.  

 

Our sincere thanks to Roger for giving the talk, Jerry for helping with the AV 

set-up, Nancy and James for bringing us the video of Dr. Hinton and many 

others who were behind the scene, helping to make this event a success. 

 


